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ABSTRACT
Handwritten digit recognition is an important but very hard practical problem. This is a classification problem
for which support vector machines are very successfully used. Determining optimal support vector machine is
another hard optimization problem that involves tuning of the soft margin and kernel function parameters. For this
optimization we adjusted recent swarm intelligence bat algorithm. We intentionally used weak set of features, four
histogram projections, to prove that even under unfavorable conditions our algorithm would achieve acceptable
results. We tested our approach on standard MNIST benchmark datasets and compared the results with other recent
approaches from literature where our proposed algorithm achieved better results i.e. higher correct classification
percent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays many different applications need some
object recognition and because of that it represents
an active research field. Object recognition is a part
of computer vision, which refers to the problem of
recognition of specific object in digital image or digital
video. Optical character recognition (OCR) is one
subfield of object recognition while digit recognition
is the widely studied part of OCR. Digit recognition
is used in post offices for sorting the mail [NS12],
in banks for reading checks [MAK10], for license
plate recognition [CGA08], street number recognition
[SCL12], etc.

Task of digit recognition can be divided into two
groups, printed digit recognition and handwritten digit
recognition. Recognition of printed digits is easier
compared to the handwritten digit recognition because
printed digits have regular shape and difference
between images of the same number are just in the
angle of view, size, color, etc. On the other hand,
there are numerous handwriting styles which mean that
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the same digit can be written in many different ways,
hence more effort is required to find similarity between
instances of the same digit.
One of the oldest techniques for object recognition
is template matching. This technique is not suitable
for handwritten digit recognition due to numerous
variants in writing style, angle of writing, etc.
In general, nowadays digit recognition contains
three parts, preprocessing, feature extraction and
classification. Preprocessing prepares image for feature
extraction. Some of the common preprocessing steps
are binarization, centering, morphological operations
and more. Feature extraction is very important step
and success of the classification strongly depends
on it. Many different features were proposed in
literature. In [JSDK13] horizontal and vertical
projection with dynamic thresholding was proposed.
Projection histograms are usually used for printed
digit recognition and combined with other feature
sets. Invariant moments such as geometric moments,
affine invariant moments, Legendre moments, Zernike
moments, Hu moments, etc. are the common choices
for features [SSN16].
One of the most important parts of object recognition
algorithms and handwritten digit recognition
algorithms is classification. Classification in computer
science represents prediction of class or label for an
object based on its similarity with previous objects.
In machine learning, each object or instance is
represented with same set of features. Based on



the learning algorithm, classifiers can be divided to
unsupervised and supervised classifiers. Supervised
learning uses knowledge of labels for instances
used for building the model while instances for
unsupervised learning are unlabeled. Today, many
techniques for building a classification model are used.
One of the simplest machine learning algorithms is
k-nearest neighbors (KNN). KNN is nonparametric
technique that classifies instances by a majority vote
of its neighbors. Instances will be assigned to the
class most common amongst its K nearest neighbors
measured by a distance function such as Euclidean
distance, Manhattan distance, Hamming distance,
etc. Decision tree represents ruled based classifier
widely used in different applications [ZWPJ14]. Some
of the classifiers work with probability model and
use statistical learning algorithms. These classifiers
calculate probability that an instance belongs to
each class. Linear combination of features that
best describes difference between classes was found
with these classifiers [CLY+11]. One of the recent
proposed and widely used perception based classifier
is artificial neural network (ANN). ANN is also used
for prediction and pattern recognition [MLW+13b],
[KPB08]. In the past few years one of the most
used and most successful classifiers is support vector
machine (SVM) [CV95]. Many applications use SVM
for solving the classification problem, especially these
for handwritten digit recognition. In [MUS08], SVM
was used to improve classification accuracy for the
OCR of mathematical documents. In [LMPS+15] it
was used for classification of brain metastasis and
radiation necrosis. In [GC04] support vector machines
and neural network were combined for classification of
handwritten digit recognition.
In this paper we propose using SVM for handwritten
digits recognition. Support vector machine has a few
parameters that should be adjusted. First parameter is
parameter of soft margin C that allows outliers to be
misclassified. In real life data, outliers are common
and also data usually are not linearly separable. In
that case some kernel functions need to be used and
parameter of this functions also need to be tuned. One
of the common kernel functions is Gaussian radial basis
function with parameter γ . Tuning parameters of SVM
is a hard optimization problem.
Bio-inspired algorithms such as swarm intelligence
algorithms are widely researched and used for
hard optimization problems. In swarm intelligence
algorithms behavior of collectives of simple agents
were simulated. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is
one of the oldest algorithm in this class of algorithms
[KE95]. Today many different algorithms were
proposed and used such as ant colony algorithm,
artificial bee colony, cuckoo search, firefly algorithm
and others.

Swarm intelligence algorithms have been used for
SVM parameters tuning. In [BHX13] memetic
algorithm based on PSO and pattern search was
used for SVM parameters tuning. Modified PSO
that uses chaotic mapping was introduced in [Wu11]
for parameter optimization of SVM variant called
wavelet v-support vector machine and in [LZ15] for
improving classification accuracy of linear square
SVM. In [MYK14] artificial bee colony was used
for parameter tuning for linear square SVM. In
[XBH14] firefly algorithm was used for optimization
of multi-output support vector machine. A parallel
time variant particle swarm optimization algorithm to
simultaneously perform the parameter optimization and
feature selection for SVM was proposed in [CYW+14].

In this paper we propose using SVM optimized
by bat algorithm for handwritten digit recognition
using intentionally weak features with which other
approaches would not give good results. We propose
usage of recent swarm intelligence algorithm,
bat algorithm, for SVM parameter tuning. Our
proposed algorithm was tested on standard MNIST
[LBBH98] dataset for handwritten digit recognition
and performance was better than other approaches
from literature [MLW+13b], [KDB+13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 mathematical model for SVM is described. Section
3 then describes the bat algorithm. Explanation of our
proposed algorithm for SVM parameter tuning is given
in Section 4. Experimental results and comparison with
other approaches from literature are given in Section 5.
At the end conclusion along with proposed future work
are presented in Section 6.

2 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support vector machine was proposed by Vapnik
as binary classifier [CV95]. It represents one of
the latest supervised learning classifiers and it was
used in numerous applications. SVM discovers a
hyperplane that separates data from different classes.
Each instance is labeled with one of existing classes
and they are represented as points in space. SVM
builds a model based on instances from training set and
further classification of unknown instances is done by
that model.

Hyperplane that separates labeled instances from the
training set is defined by the next equation:

yi(w · xi +b)≥ 1 for 1≤ i≤ n. (1)

where xi ∈ Rd are instances represented as vectors in
d-dimensional space, n is the number of instances,
yi ∈ {−1,1} are classes of corresponding instances
and w and b are parameters of the hyperplane. This
hyperplane is determined by the nearest instances that



are called support vectors. Hyperplane should be as
far as possible from instances of both classes. The
distance that should be maximized is 2

||w|| .

The described model has a problem to classify real
life data, because all instances must be on the correct
side of the hyperplane. Real world data contains
some noise and usually a few outliers. The previous
model is not able to separate such data. As a solution
for this problem, using of soft margin was proposed.
Soft margin is used instead of Eq. (1). The idea
is to introduce a slack variable ε that allows some
instances to be misclassified i.e. to be on the wrong
side of the hyperplane. This is defined by the following
expression:

yi(w · xi +b)≥ 1− εi, εi ≥ 0, 1≤ i≤ n (2)

Finding this hyperplane is done by solving the
following quadric programming problem:

min
1
2
||w||2 +C

n

∑
i=1

εi, (3)

where C is the soft margin parameter. Increasing the
value of parameter C asymptotically leads to the model
with hard margin. Selecting appropriate value for
this parameter has major influence on classification
accuracy [Wan05].

Another problem with this model, when it comes to real
world data, is the assumption that instances are linearly
separable. In order to make SVM suitable for non-
linearly separable data kernel function is used instead
of dot product. Theoretically, any function that satisfies
Mercer’s condition can be used as kernel function. In
practice, usually Gaussian radial basis function (RBF),
polynomial function and sigmoid function are used.
Kernel function projects data into higher dimensional
space in order to make it linearly separable. In this
paper we used RBF as kernel function. RBF is defined
by the next equation:

K(xi,x j) = exp(−γ||xi− x j||2). (4)

where γ is the parameter of kernel function. This
parameter has influence on the quality of classifier, so
tuning the value of it is an important task. Too large
value of γ will reduce benefits gained by introducing the
kernel function and too small value will make decision
boundary sensitive to the noise in training data.

Selecting optimal values for SVM’s parameters is very
important task. In [HCL10] most common technique
for parameters tuning, grid search with cross validation,
was described. Grid search builds models for different
values of parameters and checks the accuracy of these
models. Cross validation is used for determination of

the model’s accuracy. Training set is divided into v
distinct subsets. For training v− 1 subsets were used
and the accuracy was checked on the remaining subset.
All subsets are used as test set once and the accuracy is
the average value of v obtained accuracies. This method
requires huge computational time and the search for
optimal pair of values for (C,γ) is limited to predefined
set of values.

Instead of the grid search, different stochastic
optimization algorithms were successfully used
[BHX13], [Wu11], [CYW+14], [MYK14].

3 BAT ALGORITHM
Bat algorithm is one of the recent swarm intelligence
algorithm introduced by Yang [Yan10]. The algorithm
was inspired with echolocation of bats which they use
to detect pray and avoid obstacles. Bats emit sound
pulses and navigate by using the time delay from
emission to reflection.

Bat algorithm was widely used and studied in the
past few years. In [YG12] it is used for multi-
objective optimization and in [GYAT12] constrained
optimization. In [HZL13] global engineering
optimization and large-scale optimization problems
were solved by bat algorithm. As a result of wide
research of algorithm many improvements and
hybridizations were developed [AT14], [FJFY13].
Numerous applications use bat algorithm for some
real world hard optimization problems such as image
processing [ZW12], RFID network planing [TB15],
training neural networks [TAB15] etc.

Bat algorithm starts with initialization of the population
that is performed randomly. Each bat from the
population is represented by its location xt

i , velocity vt
i ,

frequency f t
i , loudness At

i and the emission pulse rate rt
i

in a D-dimensional search space. Location and velocity
are updated at each iteration based on the previous
solution. The new solution is calculated according to
the following equations [Yan10]:

fi = fmin +( fmax− fmin)β (5)
vt

i = vt−1
i +(x∗− xt−1

i ) fi (6)

xt
i = xt−1

i + vt
i (7)

where β is a random vector generated from uniform
distribution from the closed range [0, 1] and x∗
represents the current global best location which is
found after comparing all the solutions among all the
bats. At the beginning , each bat is randomly assigned
a frequency which is drawn uniformly from the interval
[ fmin, fmax].

Every swarm intelligence algorithm has two important
operations, exploration and exploitation. In the bat



algorithm for local search (exploitation) random walk
with direct exploitation is used. It is defined by the
following equation:

xnew = x∗+ ε ∗At (8)

where At =< At
i > represents the average loudness of

all bats at the time step t and ε is random number from
the range [−1,1]. Parameter ε defines intensity and
direction of random walk. The local search depends on
the rate ri of pulse emission for the i-th bat. When bat
approaches to its pray, bat becomes more silent, so the
loudness decreases, but the pulse rate increases. For the
purpose of the algorithm, the pulse rate can be defined
in the range from 0 to 1, where 0 means that there is no
emission at all and 1 means that the bat is emitting at
their maximum [Yan10]. It can be formally represented
by the next equations:

At
i = αAt−1

i (9)

rt
i = r0

i (1− e−γt) (10)

where α and γ represent constants defined according to
the problem that is solved by the bat algorithm.

Bat algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the original bat algorithm
[Yan10]

Define the objective function f (x), x = (x1,x2, ...,xd)
T

Initialize the population of bats xi, (i = 1,2, ...n) i vi
Define pulse frequency fi at the position xi
Initialize pulse rates emission ri and sound loudness Ai
while t < IN do

Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency and updating
velocities and locations
solutions
by using equations (5) - (7)
if rand > ri then

Select the best solution from the population
Generate new solution in the neighborhood of chosen
solution

end if
Generate new solution by flying randomly (random walk)
if rand < Ai and f (xi)< f (x∗) then

Accept new solutions
Increase ri and decrease Ai

end if
Rank all the bats in the population and find the current best
solution x∗

end while
Post-process results and visualization

4 OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this paper we proposed using projection histograms
as the feature set for handwritten digits. Projection
histograms were usually used for typed digit
recognition (e.g. license plate recognition). For

handwritten digits recognition projection histograms
were not used as much, especially without another set
of features. We intentionally used this weak set of
features to test our SVM classifier under unfavorable
conditions. Fig. 1 shows example of projection
histograms on x-axis for all 10 digits.

Figure 1: Projection histogram on x-axis (y = 0)

Because of various writing styles, thickness of pen,
angle etc., projection histograms can be very different
for the same digit and on the other hand they can be
very similar for different digits so projection on one
axis cannot be sufficient. Fig. 2 shows example of
histograms for digits 0, 3 and 8.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Example of histograms for numbers 0, 8 and
3 on (a) x and (b) y axis

It can be noticed that projection histograms on x axis
for digits 8 and 3 are very similar, they have peak in the
middle, but projections on y axis are different. Number
3 has three peaks, while number 8 has little dent in the
middle. On the other hand projection histograms for
digits 8 and 0 on y axis are similar, but difference is
clear at projection histograms on x axis.

Besides these two projection histograms, in our
algorithm we used two more projections, on lines y = x
and y = −x, thus each digit was represented with four
different projection histograms. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show
examples of all four histograms for different samples
of digit 3. It can be seen that projection histograms
on one axis can be very different, but with the same
characteristics, and combination of four histograms
helps to differentiate between different digits.

Described feature set was used as input for support
vector machine. For handwritten digit recognition,
ten different classes are needed, one class for each
digit. SVM is binary classifier while for this task
multi-classification is needed. Two main techniques
are used in cases like this. First, known as one-against-
all, makes one model for each class. Each model
separates one class from all others. This method is
more suitable for classifiers that produce real valued
probabilities that instance belongs to class. Second



(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Number 3 histograms on (a) x and (b) y axis

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Number 3 histograms on (a) y = x and (b)
y =−x

method that is used for multi-classification with binary
classifiers is one-against-one. If there are n classes
then n(n−1)

2 models need to be made, one model for
each pair of classes. Class of an unknown instance
can be determined by counting the votes. Each model
produces result and class that was determined most
times represents the class of unknown instance. In the
case when two or more classes have the same number
of votes, different methods can be used for making the
final decision.

In this paper we proposed combination of the two
mentioned techniques for multi-classification. Initially,
classes were predicted by 10 different models (one-
against-all). If the class was not determined uniquely
or was not determined at all, we used one-against-one
technique.

Important part of classification procedure is scaling.
Feature values of training and test data should be scaled
to range [0,1] or [−1,1]. Scaling values have significant
influence on classification accuracy. Without scaling
data in greater numerical range would dominate over
data in smaller range. Also training and test data should
be scaled with same factor.

Parameters of the SVM were tuned by bat algorithm.
Dimension of search space was 2, search for optimal
pair of values for C and γ . Objective function was
to maximize accuracy of the SVM models. Accuracy
was calculated with 10-fold cross validation as it was
described in Section 2.

For different problems, parameters of the bat algorithm
should be adjusted. Besides parameter adjustment,
some other modifications may be needed. Pulse rate
r and loudness A can be static for each bat or they
can be changed according to Eq. 9 and Eq. 10.
Speed of convergence of these two parameters is
determined by the values of α and γ . If pulse rate
increases too fast, probability of random walk will
be low. In order to ensure random walk, initial pulse
rate should be closer to 1, so random walk would be
performed in at least 1− r0 fraction of cases. Random
walk will be performed even in the later cycles
of the algorithm. Low values of loudness provide
exploration. If loudness increases too fast it is possible
to be trapped in local optima. Based on loudness,
solution can be accepted even if it is not better than
the current solution. This provides exploration and
decreases the possibility of being trapped in local
optimum. Loudness will increase with number of
iteration, thus in later iterations in less cases generated
solution would be accepted if it is not better. Another
important parameter is frequency. Based on the range
for frequency, new solution will be generated in some
space around the global best position. For frequency
value 1, new solution will be generated at the same
point as the best solution. Large range for frequency
allows wider space around the best solution for new
solution. Depending on problem different frequency
ranges should be used.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Quality of our proposed algorithm for handwritten digit
recognition was tested on standard MNIST database
[LBBH98]. In this database images were preprocessed
so in this paper preprocessing was not included. All
images were centered in a 28×28 image. This database
contains 60,000 images for training and 10,000 images
for testing. We tested our algorithm on limited set of
digits. Fig. 5 shows example of images from MNIST
database.

Figure 5: Example of digits from MNIST dataset

Proposed algorithm was implemented in Matlab
R2015a and for classification LIBSVM (Version
3.21) [CL11] was used. Experiments were performed
on the platform with the following features: Intel



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 97 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 3 89 0 1 0 1 6 0
4 0 0 0 0 98 1 0 0 0 1
5 0 0 1 7 0 91 0 0 1 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 93 0 6
8 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 95 0
9 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 95

Table 1: Accuracy of classification for our proposed method (%)

R© CoreTMi7-3770K CPU at 4GHz, 8GB RAM,
Windows 10 Professional OS.

Parameters for bat algorithm were determined
empirically, using theoretical insight from Section
4. Initial value of pulse rate was set to γ=0.92 and
loudness was α=0.993. Frequency range was [−8,10].

Dimension of images are 28 by 28, so projection
histograms on x and y axis contain 28 elements.
Projection histograms on y = x and y = x have 55
elements. Using combination of all four histograms as
input vectors means that each instance contains 166
elements.

Search space for exponents of parameters of SVM
were [0,20] for C and for γ was [−15,5] so the search
space for parameters were [20,220] and [2−15,25] since
log scaling was used. Computational times were few
minutes for each model but they are not very important
since the model is constructed only once and offline.

Table 1 shows the results of classification. The best
accuracy was achieved for digit 6 where all samples
were recognized correctly. Drastically worse accuracy
compared to other digits was achieved for recognition
of digit 3. Digit 3 was recognized as 8 in 6% of cases
and it was classified as 2 in 3% of cases. Only 89% of
samples of digit 3 were recognized correctly.

Additionally, we compared our results with other stat-
of-the-art algorithms. In [KDB+13] use of multilayer
neural network (MLNN) was proposed and dilatation
algorithm combined with zoning techniques was
used. Table 2 shows comparison of results reported in
[KDB+13] and the results obtained with our proposed
method.

In [KDB+13] the worst results were achieved for
recognition of digit 9, while the best result was for
digit 1. Our proposed model achieved significantly
better results for each digit, thus the global accuracy
was better as well. Our proposed feature set does not
require any zoning technique so it is simpler to extract
the features compared to [KDB+13] and the accuracy
of classification is better.

Digit MLNN SVM-BAT
0 86.45 99.00
1 94.39 99.00
2 88.73 97.00
3 77.02 89.00
4 76.12 98.00
5 84.10 91.00
6 78.81 100.00
7 77.12 93.00
8 79.03 95.00
9 49.64 95.00
Global 79.14 95.60

Table 2: Accuracy of classification reported in
[KDB+13] and our proposed method (%)

Another recent algorithm from literature was
[MLW+13b] where three machine learning algorithms
were proposed for handwritten digit recognition,
extreme learning machine (ELM), regularized extreme
learning machine (REML) and optimal weight learning
machine (OWLM). Neural networks with different
number of nodes were tested and compared. The best
results were achieved by OWLM with 150 nodes.
Man et al. in [MLW+13b] reported 85.16% as the
best global accuracy, which is significantly less than
accuracy of 95.60% achieved with our proposed
method. With ELM learning algorithm and 150 nodes
accuracy was 82.83% and with REML the highest
accuracy that was achieved was 82.96%. Our proposed
method produced better results compared to all results
presented in [MLW+13b].

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a novel algorithm for
handwritten digit recognition. The goal was to use
simple feature set as input for support vector machine
that was used for classification. Optimal SVM
models were determined by recent swarm intelligence
algorithm, bat algorithm. Bat algorithm was adjusted
and used for parameter tuning of the support vector
machine. We tested our proposed method on standard



MNIST dataset and achieved global accuracy of
95.60%. We compared our method with other methods
proposed in literature [KDB+13], [MLW+13b] and
our proposed method obtained better accuracy with
rather simple feature set. This establishes this approach
as very robust and by using more complex features
the results could be further improved. Additional
validation can be done using other databases, for
example USPS.
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